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Vertiv GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE UPS accessory

Brand : Vertiv Product code: GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE

Product name : GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE

- External 72V battery cabinet provides extended runtime during an outage
- Comes with a 1ft/300mm cable
Liebert® External Battery Cabinet GXT5-3000IRT2UXLE UPS 72V

Vertiv GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE UPS accessory:

The Vertiv Liebert GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE is an external battery cabinet designed for the Vertiv Liebert
GXT5 3000VA 2U UPS (GXT5-3000IRT2UXLE). Increase your UPS’s runtime by adding more battery
capacity. The GXT5 UPS is an online double conversion UPS solution which offers premium power outage
protection and continuous power conditioning in a compact and flexible deployment system. It protects
critical equipment from all power disturbances due to blackouts, brownouts, saps, surges or noise
interference.
Vertiv GTX5-EBC72VRT2UE. Product type: External battery cabinet, Mounting type: Rack-mount, Product
colour: Black. Load capacity: 3000 VA. Package width: 569 mm, Package depth: 716 mm, Package
height: 262 mm

Features

Product type * External battery cabinet
Mounting type Rack-mount
Product colour Black
Rack capacity 2U
Compatibility GXT5-3000IRT2UXLE

Power

Load capacity 3000 VA

Weight & dimensions

Package width 569 mm
Package depth 716 mm
Package height 262 mm
Package weight 21.6 kg
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